
Fuel Tankering:
Economic benefits and
environmental impact

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
Fuel tankering is a practice whereby an aircraft carries more fuel than required for its �ight in 
order to reduce or avoid refuelling at the destination airport. However, carrying more fuel than 
necessary increases the fuel consumption and thus the amount of CO2 emitted. So far, studies 
on fuel tankering [1]-[6] focused mainly on its economic benefits for a single flight. As demand 
to accelerate the decarbonisation of transport becomes more and more pressing, the 
purpose of this study is to provide information on the extent of the impact on the 
environmental of fuel tankering at ECAC level. 

ECONOMIC BENEFIT VS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

As aviation is a very competitive market, airlines must do everything 
possible to minimise their operating costs, in particular regarding fuel 
cost, which represents 17% to 25% of their operating expenses [9].  
Consequently, tools have been developed for identifying the value 
of performing fuel tankering, a practice whereby an aircraft carries more 
fuel than required for its flight in order to save costs. However, fuel 
tankering is not without environmental consequences, as the more 
fuel an aircraft carries, the more fuel it burns and the more CO2 it emits.

This study estimated that fuel tankering could result in a net saving of 265M
€ per year for the airlines, but would generate 286,000 additional tonnes of 
fuel burnt and 901,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions in the ECAC area per 
year. This is equivalent to about 2,800 round-trips between Paris and 
New York or the annual emissions of a European city of 100,000 
inhabitants. This is a substantial economic bene�t but also a signi�cant 
environmental impact.

Therefore, fuel tankering could o�set the bene�t of initiatives to save fuel and 
reduce aviation CO2 emissions. At a time when aviation is challenged for its 
contribution to climate change, a practice, such as fuel tankering, that gene-
rates signi�cant additional CO2 emissions is questionable. And the COVID19 
crisis has created such economic pressure that airlines might have been 
tempted to intensify the practice of fuel tankering since then.
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STUDY PARAMETERS
Simulations were performed with June 2018 ECAC tra�c data taking into account the distribu-
tion of ECAC �ights per distances �own, aircraft performance, maximum take-o� weight, 
landing weight, fuel tank capacity, legal fuelling minima, and information about negotiated 
fuel prices from some airlines (as illustrated below), a payload factor of 80.3%, and 124 kg/
passenger [7]. 

Fuel tankering can be partial or full. Full fuel tankering means that 100% of the fuel necessary for 
the return flight is carried. For partial tankering, only 10% to 90% of this quantity is 
carried. For full fuel tankering, flight legs of more than 1,500 NM were not 
considered. For partial tankering, flight legs of more than 2,500 NM were not considered. 
The use of fuel tankering for reasons other than fuel price differences at airports was 
not considered.

FUEL TANKERED: THE RESULTS

The study demonstrated that over the 10 milion annual �ights in ECAC, 2.1 
million were able to perform fuel tankering, distributed as follows: 1.6 million 
flights are able to perform full tankering (16.5%) and 0.45 million flights are 
able to perform partial tankering (4.5%). 

% of extra fuel burnt vs.% of flights performing tankering

As a result, in ECAC, fuel tankering would represent 136kg of additional fuel 
burnt per �ight concerned (costing 75€), generating 428kg of additional  CO2 
(i.e. 9€ in purchased  CO2 allowances). 

Despite this additional cost, fuel tankering would still result in a net saving of 
126€ per �ight on average. It should be noted that the values above are 
averaged and could vary signi�cantly between airlines due to negotiated fuel 
price, type of aircraft used, and distances �own. 

IS FUEL TANKERED IN EUROPE? 

Interviews with pilots from various airlines, business aviation dispatchers and handling agents, 
con�rmed that in practice full tankering is performed on 15% of �ights, and partial tankering 
performed on a further 15% of �ights. They also mentioned that fuel tankering is done in 90% 
of cases for fuel price reasons, and only in 10% of cases for social disruption, technical failures 
at the refuelling facility, fuel shortages, risks of delays, or contaminated fuel at 
destination airports. To calculate the optimum tankering, most airlines use operations 
centre software (e.g. Lido and Sabre) taking into account the cost of fuel at the airports 
served. A patent has recently been published by   Honeywell for a tool to further 
enhance fuel tankering and fully exploit its economic bene�ts [8].

% flights vs. % of flights performing tankering

Example of differences in jet fuel price at airports (illustrative)
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